Instructions for Reversing 434 Unit

The 434 Perforated filler comes from the factory with the stainless steel perforated panel on the left side. Follow the instruction below to switch the panel to the right side.

1. Remove the shipping strap and retain

2. Depress the release lever on all three slides and remove the filler cabinet from the mounting frame.

3. Remove the top product member from the filler.

4. Rotate the product member 180 degrees, align the edge of the filler and re-attach.

5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the lower two slides.

6. Insert filler cabinet back into the mounting frame. Check to ensure slides operate smoothly.

Re-install shipping strap and proceed to 432/434 installation instructions.
434 Unit Hook and Peg Explanation

The 434 Series come with a variety of hooks of different lengths for many uses. Utilize the shorter hooks at the top of the unit will allow items to be stored higher on the panel. Also included are pegs to help keep items from swinging during opening and closing.